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Abstract 
Farsi, C., Equivariant spin bordism in low dimensions, Topology and its Applications 43 (1992) 
167-180. 
We study 0~,“‘“~‘1~, n = 5, 6, 7, where p is an odd prime and we consider some applications to 
the existence of h,,-invariant metrics of positive scalar curvature on closed spin manifolds of 
dimensions 5, 6, 7. We show that for actions of “mixed type” the vanishing of the obstruction 
considered implies Z,,-invariant positive scalar curvature. 
Introduction 
In the nonequivariant case, bordism methods have been used to obtain results 
on the existence of metrics of positive scalar curvature on smooth spin manifolds, 
see [ 17-191 for examples, and most recently with the proof of the Gromov-Lawson 
conjecture in [22]. Here we investigate their use in the equivariant case. That is, 
can bordism methods give results on the existence of Z,-invariant metrics of positive 
scalar curvature on smooth spin Z,-manifolds? Knowledge of Oyi”*‘p is necessary 
to proceed further with these techniques. 
We have only considered * = 5, 6, 7 because the spin bordism group 0Fi” is 0 
in these dimensions. In these cases we obtain a complete description of fl~“,‘~~ 
and show for example 0~pin3L/~ = 0 and C!~pi”3L~~ = (Z,) (p--1)‘2 “modulo free actions”. 
From this it follows that every smooth S.C. (simply connected) spin Sdimensional 
Z,-manifold admits a Z,-invariant metric with k > 0 (where k denotes scalar cur- 
vature), if no component of the fixed set has codimension 2. We study the obstruction 
to k > 0 giving examples where there is a metric with k > 0, but there does not exist 
a Z,-invariant metric with k > 0. 
We then consider some special cases, firstly the situation in which we have a 
smooth Z,-action on a 6-dimensional smooth spin manifold with only isolated fixed 
points and with three distinct eigenvalues of the action of Z, on the normal bundle 
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to each component of the fixed set. Finally we study the case in which the Z,-action 
on the 6-dimensional smooth manifold is of “mixed type”, and we show that in 
this case the vanishing of the obstruction gives the existence of a metric with positive 
scalar curvature. 
In Section 1 we give some basic definitions and cobordism results, and consider 
some examples of smooth Z,-manifolds which are spin and have a Z,-invariant 
metric with positive scalar curvature. In Sections 2 and 3 we determine QFi”,‘p, 
* = 5, 6, 7, using the spectral sequence associated to it. In Section 4 we describe the 
obstructions to k > 0. In Section 5 we study actions with isolated fixed points and 
actions of “mixed type”, and we show that in the latter case the vanishing of the 
obstruction gives the existence of a metric with positive scalar curvature. 
I would like to thank Professor J. Rosenberg for several conversations. I would 
also like to thank Professor P. Landweber. Last but not least, I would like to thank 
the referee who found a mistake and gave numerous suggestions. 
1. Definitions and examples 
We assume throughout this paper that all manifolds and actions are smooth, that 
k denotes scalar curvature, S.C. simply connected, and p an odd prime. 
Let M be a closed spin manifold with a E,-action. A sufficient condition for M 
to admit a Z,-invariant metric with k > 0 is given by the following theorem [20]: 
Theorem 1 (Rosenberg-Weinberger). Assume that Z, acts on a closed, connected and 
simply connected man~fold M of dimension n, n 2 5, by spin preserving automorphisms, 
in such a way that no component of the fixed set has codimension 2. If M is Z,- 
equivariantly spin cobordant to another (not necessarily connected, but simply con- 
nected) closed spin Z,-manifold N, and if N has an invariant metric of positive scalar 
curvature, so does M. 
Note that any Z,-action on a S.C. spin manifold M lifts to the spin bundle because, 
for a finite group G of odd order, H*( G, Z,) = 0 (see e.g. [ 18, p. 364]), and actions 
lift, since a Z,-extension of G always acts on the spin bundle and the extension 
must split (cf. [3, Proposition 2.11). Therefore we shall also assume throughout the 
paper that all our actions are spin preserving. For the simply connected case see 
also [8]. 
Now we want to give some examples of classes in 0, Spi”,L~~ carrying a Z,-invariant 
metric with k > 0: 
(a) If M is an n-dimensional (n 2 5) closed S.C. spin manifold with no component 
of the fixed set of codimension 2 and [M] = 0 in flnS*pin,‘~~, then M admits an invariant 
metric with k>O. This follows by applying Theorem 1, noticing that 0 in R~pi”,L~~ 
is represented by the manifold S” with the following action: 
sn={x:+x;+. . .+xz,+, = l}, 
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A. (x,, . . . ,x,+,) dgf (xi, xi,. . , xl+,) with 
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x;=cos-x,+sin-xx,, 
P P 
2TT 2?T 
xi=-sin-x,+cos-xx,, 
P P 
2-n 257 
x;=cos-xx,+sin-xx,, 
P P 
27-r 25-r 
xi=-sin-xx,+cos-xx,, 
P P 
x:=x,, S~r~rrfl, 
where h = exp(2Ti/p). This action has a codimension 4 fixed set, and clearly the 
usual metric of constant curvature +1 is ZIP-invariant. 
(b) Let M be a closed, S.C. spin manifold such that [M] = [F’““(C)] in O~pin,Z~~, 
n = 2 (mod 4), where p”“(C) has a linear action (i.e., Z, acts as subgroup of the 
isometry group of p”“(C) thought as homogeneous space). Then M admits a 
Z,-invariant metric with k > 0, if no component of the fixed set has codimension 
2. (Apply Theorem 1 to M and P”“(C) with the Fubini-Study metric.) 
(c) Let M be a closed, n-dimensional, n = 0 (mod 4), n 2 5, S.C. spin Z,-manifold 
M with no component of the fixed set of codimension 2 such that [M] = [P”‘“(W)] 
in ~sPin,L,, , where the action of Z, on $ “‘“(W) is linear (meaning that every A E Z,, 
acts is an element of Sp(n/4+ l), where p”‘“(W) = Sp(n/4+ l)/(Sp(n/4) x Sp(1)). 
Then M admits, still by Theorem 1, a Z,-invariant metric with k > 0, because ,“‘“(W) 
admits a linearly invariant metric of positive scalar curvature. 
2. The group f2~in3zp, * = 5, 6, 7, p odd prime 
As in [9, p. 1431, we have a long exact sequence (see also [6]) 
. . . _ f2;pin,frre L,] i,,- f2:pi”‘Lf~ a,, On(p) - a,+, SphfreeL,, _ . . . a,, (*) 
where 
(1) fl zp’“,free ‘p is the bordism group of free Z,,-actions on closed spin n-manifolds; 
(2) @PM 
p is the bordism group of Z,-actions on closed spin n-manifolds; 
(3) O,,(p) is the bordism group of iZ,-actions on compact spin n-dimensional 
manifolds which are free on the boundary; 
(4) i, and (Y, are given by i,[M”] = [M”], a,[M”] = [M”], and a,, is given by 
a,[ M”] = [dM”]. 
Put t = (p - 1)/2. Now denote by fl:?$(BU(m,) x. . . x BU(m,), yk), k = 
rn,+.. .+m,, m,ZOVcu=l,... , t, the bordism group of triples (M”,&, s), where 
M is an oriented (n -2k)-dimensional manifold, fk : M -+ BU( m,) x. . . x BU( m,), 
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k-m,+. . . + m,, is continuous, and s is a spin structure on TM@f*( yk), where 
yk is the universal bundle over BU( m,) x * . . x BU(m,), i.e., the product of the 
universal bundles over each BU. We can define a homomorphism 
in the following way: given [ W”] E B,(p), let XnPZk denote the union of the 
(n -2k)-dimensional components of the fixed set of the action of Z,, on W” : XnP2k = 
iJj XrmZk. Then letfk, : Xye2” + BU( m:) x . + * x BU( m:), xi=, rn{ = k, be the classify- 
ing map for the normal bundle V[ to XyP2k. Since TWlx;+h = TX.Jm2k@fg(~i) = 
TX,“-2k0 V{ and W is spin, this last bundle is spin. Then P,,[ W”] dAf @k,j [Xr-‘“I. 
We claim that p,, is an isomorphism (cf. [6,9]). In fact, an inverse for p,, is 
constructed in the following way: given ( hfneZk,fk, s), put Y =fZ( yk), the “normal 
bundle” to M, and fk induces a map of bundles fk : v + yk which is transverse regular 
to BU(m,) x. . . x BU( m,). Note that TV =p*( TM0 v), where p : v + M is the 
canonical projection, admits a spin structure. Define a Z,-action on v by the 
multiplication by A” on the factor corresponding to BU(m,), A = exp(2rri/p), to 
get an element [v] E o,,(p) such that P,,[ V] = ( MnPZk,fk, s). 
Notice that the exactness of (*) at (i,,, a,) is trivial and that ker(a,) = Im(i,,) is 
generated by free Z,-actions on closed n-manifolds. 
By work of Conner and Floyd fi~“‘“(SZ,) = Ozpi”,freeLp [9, Theorem 20.41. Since 
every class in jizPin(BZp) can be represented by a manifold with fundamental group 
Z, and positive scalar curvature [ 19, p. 3241, it follows that every class in fiZpin,freeLr~ 
can be represented by a connected and simply connected manifold with an invariant 
metric with positive scalar curvature. To see this take the universal cover of the 
manifolds whose bordism equivalence classes generate fiz”“( BZ,), together with 
the lifted metric. 
Now we wish to compute t?,,(p) = nzPi;k(BU(m,) x. . . x BU(m,), yk), which is, 
as in [ 131, isomorphic to fizPi”( D( yk), S( yk)). 
We use the spin case analogue of the spectral sequence of [13] to compute the 
associated graded module of Q,,(p). Its E2 term is 
E:., = Hr(D(Yk), S(Yk), fi:“‘“). 
Table 1 gives the first eight spin bordism groups together with their generators 
(cf. [ 15]), Ospi” = Z = (pt), L?spi” = Z2 = (s’), OzPi” = E, = (T’), O”pl” = Z = (K), where 
s’ is the circle with nonbounding spin structure, T2 is the torus with nonbounding 
spin structure, and K is the Kummer surface. Ozpi” is generated by the classes of 
P’(W) and a spin 8-manifold Mi with signature 0 and A-genus 1 (see [15]). We 
also have 
Lemma2. H*(BU(k);Z)-Z[c2,c4,.. . , cZk], where thepolynomialgenerators ci have 
degree c, = i and are the Chern classes of yk. Moreover, if & + M is a CJ (k)-bundle 
over the manifold M and f: M + BU( k) is its classifying map, we have that f *( c,) is 
the ith Chern class of 5. 
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* 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Proof. See [14, pp. 199-2041. 0 
Lemma 2, the Universal Coefficient Theorem and Kiinneth’s theorem give the 
homology of BU( m,) X. . . x BU( m,). 
Put E; = eptq=,, E;,, . For example, for n = 5 and k = 1 we get 
E:= &(D(Y,), S(X), .~:“‘“)@H,(D(Y/J, S(X), @““) 
OHAD( S(Yk), .ns”‘“)oH,(D(%), S(Yk), flZPi”) 
0 HJD(Yk), S(YL), flspi”)oH,(D(%), S(Yk), @pi”). 
Because of the Thorn isomorphism H,(D(yk), S(-yk)) = Hp_dim,(yrI(BG), where BG = 
BU( m,) x . . . x BU( m,) (here BG = BU( l)), and because of Lemma 2 and the Uni- 
versal Coefficient Theorem, we get 
E:= H,(BG; aTpi”) = H,(BU(l); Z,) =Z,. 
We now compute the E--term of the spectral sequence associated to Q,,(p). To 
do so we first display the low dimensions of the E2-term in a diagram (where a dot 
will stand for zero). 
(1) For k = 1, r, s S 8, we have the following diagram: 
s . . * . * . * . * 
. . . . . . . * 
. . . . . . . . 
. n . n . n . * 
. . . . . . . . 
. n2 . n2 - n2 . * 
. n2 . n2 . n2 . n2 
, n . n . n . n + 
r 
with Ef,s = H,(D( yk), S( yk), i2”pi”) = H,--2(BU( 1); (nzpin), df,x : Ez,,+ Ef_,,,+, . It is 
clear from the diagram that the only differential that can be nonzero is d*. Moreover, 
only d&, d&, ds,o, d&, di,, , and d,,, can be nonzero. Define the edge homomorph- 
ism ed, by 
ed,:Qd(P)+ E:= E;,o+E;,2=Z&%‘2. 
Denote by pr, the projection of E: onto the first factor. Then pr, 0 ed, is not onto. 
Ez,, = f&( D( -y,), S( -y,), fliPi”) = H,( BU( 1); Z) = Z is generated by the dual of the 
second Chern class c2( r,) of y, . Its reduction I?>,( 7,) E H2(BU( 1); Z,) is also nonzero. 
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Suppose now that there exists an M E fJ4( p) such that pr, 0 ed,([M]) = 1 E Z. If we 
denote by f the classifying map for the normal bundle to the fixed point set Y (of 
M) to BU(l), we have 
f*(&( 7,)) = ?*(f*( r,)) f 0 because (pr, 0 ed,)([ M]) = 1 E Z. 
Since M is spin and the normal bundle to Y is complex (therefore spin”), it follows 
that Y is spin’. But Y is 2-dimensional, so Y is also spin. Now w2( M) = w2(f*( 7,)) = 
&(f*( yl)) # 0 since w2( Y) = 0, which is a contradiction because M is spin. Therefore 
pr, 0 ed, is not onto. Then di,,: E&+ E:,, is onto (because d&, has to be a nonzero 
homomorphism) and Ey, = 0, ET,,= 22. 
Because of the compatibility with multiplication by s’, dz,, : Ei,, + E:,, must be 
onto, and so E” 2,2 = 0, ET1 = 0, d& = 0 and E& = Ei,, = Z. Note that the compatibility 
with multiplication by S’ also implies d& = 0 and ET2 = E&z Z2. Therefore, for 
k = 1 we have that the associated graded module of 0’,,(p), n s 8, is respectively 
Q(P) “C 
Q,(P)-%=O, 
0,(p) = E:,O E’;2 = Z, 
Q,(P) = ET, = 0, 
B,(p) = E;,O E;,OE$= E&O E;,OZ. 
The edge homomorphism ed, : 6,(p) + ff6( BU( 1); Z) is onto because the generator 
of H,(BU(l); Z) is P’(C), which implies ed,(-P’(C) x R,) = 1 (see Section 3 for 
the definition of R,), where - denotes that we take an invariant tubular neighbor- 
hood of the fixed set. It follows that d& = 0, di,, = 0 and 
Q,(p)=&, 
6,(p)-Z20Z2. 
(2) For k = 2, r, s < 8, we have the following diagram: 
s 
. . . * . * . * 
. . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . 
. . . n .p. * 
. . . . . . . . 
. . . n, . n; . * 
. . ’ n2 . nq . nq” 
. . . n . n” . p+’ 
r 
where q = 1 if BG = BU(2) and q = 2 if BG = BU(l) x BU(l). 
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From the diagram we see that the only differential that can be nonzero is d*. 
The edge homomorphism ed, composed with pr, , pr, 0 ed, : 6,(p) + Zq is not onto, 
which can be shown with a proof similar to the one we gave for pr, 0 ed,. It 
follows that d& is onto and d& is also onto by compatibility with multiplication 
by s’, so that if BG = BU(2), Ezo= 22, ET, =O, E4Y2=0, Ez, =0 and d&=0, 
d&=0. If BG=BU(l)xBU(l), we have that Kerd~,,={(x,y)EZ*~x+y=O 
(mod 2)}, Ker di,, =Z2. Because the cup products of the generators of H*(BU( 1) x 
BU(l); Z) give the generators of H4(BU(l) x BU(1); Z) and d& is onto, it follows 
that d&, is onto, and so is di,, . Therefore the associated graded module of 0, (p), 
n s 8, is respectively 
6,(p) = Zq+‘/Ker d~,,@.Z;q’2@Z’. 
(3) For k = 3, r, s s 8, we have the following diagram 
......... 
...... n. * 
. . . . . . . . . 
. . . . * . n* . * 
. . . . . . n* . z: 
. . . . . . n . Z’ 
r 
where t = 1, 2, 3 if BG = BU(3), BU(2) x BU(l), BU(1) x BU(1) x BU(l) (respec- 
tively). The edge homomorphism ed, composed with the projection pr, on the 
first factor pr, 0 ed,: O’,(p) + Z’ is not onto, as one observes by using the same 
method used for pr,o ed,. The image of pr, 0 ed, is 22’. Therefore d&, and di,, are 
onto, and 
6,(p)-Z’/Kerd&=Z’. 
By putting together the above results, we obtain 
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Theorem 3. The associated graded module of fTn( p), n c 8, is given by 
fMP)=n, 
fMp)=O, 
Q(p) =zoz, 
Q,(P) "0, 
6,(p) =Z2@Z2@ZY+‘/Ker d~,0@Z;q’2@Z@Z’, 
where q=l if BG=BU(2) and q=2 if BG=BU(l)xBU(l); t-1,2, 3 if BG= 
BU(3), BU(2) x BU( l), BU( 1) x BU(1) x BU( 1) (respectively). 
To complete the study of L?~pin,Z~~, n c 8, we need information about O~pin,freeHp, 
which is, by work of Conner and Floyd [9], isomorphic to R~Pi”(BZ,). The spectral 
sequence fi,(BiZ,; a”,“‘“), which converges to dFi”(BZ,), collapses and E2 = E” 
[ 181. The only possible nonzero E2-terms are E&+l,4r = fizl+,( BZ,; fI,“p’“), r 3 0, 
s 3 0 [ 18, p. 3641. We can display the low dimensions of the E2-term in a diagram 
(for H,(Z,) see e.g., [21, p. 5031): 
s 
. * . * . * . * . 
. . . . . . . . . 
. n, ’ n, . n, . n, ’ 
. . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . 
. n, . n, , n, . n, . 
r 
We then have Ey=O, EF=O, E;“=Zf,, EF=O, EF=Zz, EF=O. Therefore the 
associated graded module of LI”,pi”(BZ,,) is 
*=4,n, 
*=5,n;, 
* = 6,0, 
*=7,n;, 
* = 8. n2. 
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3. A set of generators for o,(p), *<7 
Put [l] 
R is a spin 2-manifold, since it is orientable. The genus of R is (p - l)(p -2)/2. Z,, 
acts on R by the action [ zO, z, , z2] ++ [z,, z, , A a~2], A = exp(2Ti/p), 1 s (Y < p. This 
action has p fixed points with normal data At” (i.e., this is the eigenvalue of the 
action on the normal bundle to each of the fixed points). Call R, the manifold R 
endowed with the Z,-action just defined. 
Let [p’(C), (a, p, r)] be the action of Z,, on p’(C) given by A[z,,, z,, z2, z3] = 
[z,, A”z, > ABzz, A”zJ (1 s (Y, p, y c p - 1). Fix LY and let & be the 4-dimensional 
spin manifold constructed in the following way. Take a map f: S2+ BU(l) that 
represents 2 E H,(BU( 1); 7). Define i., to be f*( r,). 
For the following theorems we use the notation of Sections 1 and 2 (in particular, 
the map (Y*: f2, Spi”,L~~ + O,(p) defined in Section 2). 
Theorem 4. (1) Forjixed p and LY we have 04(p) is generated by I?,. 
(2) For fixed p and CY, j3, y, 6,(p) is generated by 
(a) k=l: -+ccl [p’(C), (a, 0, O)], where - denotes that we take an invariant 
tubular neighborhood of the P’(C)-jixed set component, 
17, x T2, 
-(R, x K), where - denotes that we take an invariant tubular 
neighborhood of one component of the jxed set; 
(b) k=2: y,,,, Y,_, ( Yo,* and Y,_, are defined in the proof of the theorem), 
-(R&J; 
(c) k=3: -(R,xRpxRY). 
(3) For a fixed (Y, O,(p) is generated by CY~(X~ x s’), where X, is de$ned in the 
proof of the theorem. 
Proof. (1) From Theorem 3 we know that od’4( p) = ET, = 2H2( BU( 1); Z) and there- 
fore the generator of Qa( p) is i,,. 
(2) From Theorem 3 we know that for k = 1, Q6(p) = EFO,O ET,@ ET4= E&O 
E:,,O E:,P H,(BU(l); Z)@H,(BU(l); h2)0H0(BU(1); Z). For k=2, C!T6(p)=Zy, 
where q = 1 if BG = BU(2) and q = 2 if BG = BU(l) x BU(l). Moreover, if BG = 
BU(2), De(p) = 2E,$, = 2H,(BU(2); Z). If BG = BU( 1) x BU( l), Q,(p) = Ker d&, = 
{(x,y)4x+y =0 ( mod2)}sH,(BU(l)xBU(l);Z), a,(p)=(l,-l)Z+(O,2)2. 
We can define Yap to be a Z,-invariant neighborhood of the $I(@)-fixed set 
component in [P’(C), (q p, 0)] (for 1 s (Y, /3 s p - 1). 
(3) Note that 6,(p) = Ez, by Theorem 3. For this reason the generator 5 of EF, 
can be taken to be the generator of E To multiplied by 3’. Notice also that because 
Q,(p) is Z2 and p is odd, we can take p3c instead of 5. Therefore 6,(p) is generated 
by cr6(Xa x s’), where X, =p’[$“(@), (cu, O,O)]# R_, x R-, x R_,. 0 
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Theorem 5. i, and a6 are injective. Moreover, 
QSpin,Z,, z (flgpl”,freeZ~‘)/Ker is and (flspi”%“r>)/Ker a, z B,(p). 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 3, the exact sequence (*) in Section 2 and the 
computation of the associated graded module of O~i”,freez~~. If n = 5, Qs( p) = 0, so 
that i, is onto and i, is injective. If n = 7, since O~pinXfreeL~~ = 0, (Y, is onto. The fact 
that LYE is injective follows from the exact sequence (*) and O~pin,freeZ~~ =O. 0 
4. The obstruction to k > 0 in fl$‘i”‘Lp, * = 5, 6, 7, p odd prime 
We have the following obstruction theorem [20]: 
Theorem 6 (Rosenberg-Weinberger). Let M be an n-dimensional closed spin manzfold 
which is simply connected. Assume that M admits a Z,-invariant metric of positive 
scalar curvature. Then if [D] is the fundamental class in KO~I~(M) defined by the 
real Dirac operator, the class f,([ D]) is zero in KO$‘, where f: M + (pt). 
Define f,( [D]) E KO:fx to be Gfi’(M), the equivariant 2 genus. Also define 
G,,(M) to be the numerical index of the real Dirac operator on M. When M is not 
S.C. this will be refined to an obstruction in KOOKY, v = n,(M), which we will 
call .~?fy~,(M), d h 
A 
an w ose image in KOfi’(pt) is Gfil( M). Clearly d,,(M) # 0 implies 
G:J,( M) # 0 which implies &&(M) # 0. The same can be done in the complex case. 
The groups KOfi,, OS n s 7, are computed in [4]: R,(Z,), R,(Z,)/pRc(Z,,), 
&,(&)I&(&,), 0, &(Z,), &@,)I&(&,), &@,)I&&), 0; where I&@,) 
means the K-representation ring of H,, K = [w, C or W, and p is defined as follows: 
P : & @,I + RR@,), 
p(M)= MOh?, 
g~(51,&)=(g&,g52) forgE&, &EM, &EM, 
for any complex Z,-module M. 77 is defined analogously. Note that KO:J~ = 0, and 
KO:l’+ KO, is split surjective with torsion-free kernel. 
Now let M be a spin Z,-manifold. We can make analogous computations to the 
ones in [5] for the signature operator, to obtain the following result [3]: 
Theorem 7 (Atiyah-Singer-Hirzebruch). 
Spin(g, M9 = G(M9 LI ~(N”(P), ~u)[M?l, 
I* 
(1) 
where M” = III, Mt is the union of the components of the fixed set of g E Z,, Nf is 
the normal bundle to Mt, which therefore splits as Nt =@rEL,,_(,i N:(p), where E,, 
is viewed as the group of pth roots of unity, under the action of Z, and 9 is the 
cohomological class 
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of the complex vector bundle L of dimension r, where the x, are the formal roots of the 
total Chern class of L. If the normal bundle Nt is trivial, then x, = 0 .for all i. The 
formula (1) is determined up to sign (cf [3]). 
Note that (1) gives the obstruction &“,~a( M) (ignoring the Pz if * = dim M = 
1,2 (mod 8)), interpreted as g varies as a character of Z,,, i.e., as an element 
of R(Z,) = R,(Z,). When * = 1,2 (mod S), G”“,,,(M) =O if G’,(Mt) = 0 for every 
component Mf of M”. 
Corollary 8. Let M be a (2k)-dimensional spin manifold which admits a Z,-action 
with only isolated fixed points, say 1 of them, all with the same local data. Then 
.a;~,~,( M) # 0. 
Proof. The formula (1) for Spin(g, M), g E P,, depends, at a point p, just on the 
eigenvalues of the action of h, on the normal bundle (the local data) and on the 
action of g on the spin bundle (in fact, - 1 is not an eigenvalue because x ’ - 1 = 0 
does not vanish for x = -1). Therefore, Spin(g, M) is the sum of 1 equal quantities, 
all different from 0, and so A!:[( M) is different from 0. 0 
We now give two examples to show that the existence of a metric with k > 0 does 
not imply the existence of a Z,-invariant metric with k > 0. 
Example 9. There is an example of a 6-dimensional closed spin S.C. Z,-manifold 
M el-iv which admits a metric with k>O, but no invariant metric with k 10. 
Proof. Consider the hypersurface A4 in P”(C) given by 
z,p+zP+z~+zP+zqp=o. 1 3 
This is a closed 6-dimensional manifold which is spin (computation as in [15]), 
and Z, acts on it by 
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A=exp - ( ) . P 
This defines Mar+,. The Z,-action has exactly p fixed points (with the same normal 
data (~$37)). Because O~Pi”=O and Mea? is s.c., M,,, admits a metric with k> 0, 
while because Gfia( M+,) f 0 by Corollary 8, M,,, does not admit a metric which 
is Z,-invariant and has k>O. 0 
We also remark that this is a counterexample to an equivariant version of Yau’s 
theorem. In fact, taking p = 3, by Yau’s theorem it is possible to find a metric of 
positive scalar curvature on MeaY, while there is no Z,-invariant metric of that type. 
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Example 9’. There is another action of Z, on a 6-dimensional closed spin S.C. 
manifold M&, which admits a metric with k > 0, but no Z,-invariant metric with 
k>O. 
Proof. To begin, we follow the construction used by Rosenberg and Weinberger in 
the 4-dimensional case (see [20, Example 2.7.11). Take V(apy) to be any 3- 
dimensional complex representation space not containing a trivial complex l- 
dimensional representation (cr, /3 and y are the three-representations of Z, on it). 
Let B( (u/3 y) be the unit ball of V( c&) with its h,-action and put S( @y) = aB( copy). 
Then S(@y)/ZP is a 5-dimensional lens space L. Because Ospi”(BZ,) = Z,@Z, or 
Z,,2, p2L bounds a 6-dimensional spin manifold W (over the fundamental group). 
After some surgeries on 0- and l-spheres we can assume r,( W) = Z,. Take the 
universal cover I%’ of W and glue in p2 copies of B( @y). We obtain a 6-dimensional 
S.C. spin manifold M& with a Z,-action with p2 isolated fixed points (all with the 
same normal data @y). Therefore the local formula for the &zlr-obstruction is #O 
by Corollary 8 while, since OEpi” = 0, M&, has a metric with k > 0. q 
We can also substitute Mop,, (of E xample 9) for R, x R, x R, in Theorem 4. 
Note that we can construct examples of 5- and 7-dimensional spin manifolds 
which do not have a Z,-invariant metric of positive scalar curvature because .a&, 
does not vanish. The example in dimension 5 is given by [20, Example 31, and in 
dimension 7 by Mea? x 3’ (where MUpv is the manifold described in Example 9) 
with product action (h, acts trivially on the second factor). 
Now some positive examples. 
Theorem 10. Every class in flzpin3Z 11 can be represented by a simply connected manifold 
which admits a Z,-invariant metric with positive scalar curvature. 
proof. In dimension 5, ~~Pin,freez,x I_ fi~Pin,freeB,a because HO( BZ,; onspin) = 0. By [ 19, 
proof of Theorem 1.31, every class in dspi”(sZ,) (which is isomorphic to O~pi”XfreeZp 
by [9]) can be represented by a manifold with fundamental group Z, and positive 
scalar curvature (cf., also the end of Section 2). This implies that every class in 
fi~pin,freeLp can be represented by a manifold which admits a Z,-invariant metric 
with k > 0 (cf. Section 2). Because 6,(p) = 0, from the exact sequence (*) of Section 
2, if follows that the map i, : flSpi”3free ‘rz + f2~pi”3L~~, is onto. Therefore, every class in 
(l~pin,L~ can be represented by a manifold which admits a Z,-invariant metric with 
positive scalar curvature. q 
Corollary 11. Every 5-dimensional simply connected spin manifold which admits a 
Z,,-action in such a way no component of the fixed set has codimension 2, admits a 
Z,-invariant metric of positive scalar curvature. 
Proof. This follows at once from Theorems 1 and 10. q 
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5. Actions with only isolated fixed points in fZzpin3Zp 
By a theorem of Conner and Floyd (proved also by Atiyah and Bott in [2]), an 
automorphism f of M (of order p” and hence p) cannot have just one fixed point. 
If any f~ Z, (and hence every _/“E Z,) has exactly two fixed points and M has 
middle dimension cohomology 0, then the fixed point data must be (c@y), 
(--LX -p - y), i.e., M is Z,-spin cobordant to an element of fi~pi”,freeZ~~. In fact, 
Atiyah and Bott [2] prove this for homology spheres and they only use the fact that 
the middle dimension cohomology group is 0, plus their formulae. Because 
O~pi”,freeL~~ is 0, and so generated by S3 x S’ (product of lens space action and trivial 
action), which admits a iZ,-invariant metric with k > 0, we obtain that any such M 
admits a Z,-invariant metric of k > 0. 
Aside from the case by case checking, we want to look at what Gz, = 0 implies. 
If Z,=(f) and Fix,,,(M)={x ,,..., x,}, then just writing J?~II( M) = 0 as given by 
Theorem 7, we get the (p - 1)/2 equations 
I Spin( M,f) = i e(m,P”) 
(1~,)“2(5~2)“2(,~2)“~ 
m-1 (i~,-l)(i~,-l)(i~,,-l)=O, 
k=l,...,(p-1)/2, 
where L,, i = 1,2,3, are the eigenvalues of the action of Z,, on the normal bundle 
to x,, m=l,...,l. 
Notice that these are linear equations in the bordism classes of O~Pin,h~~ because 
the sum in this group is defined by disjoint union. 
Now take the subgroup H of O~pi”,z 1’ of Z,-manifolds having only singularities 
of type (@y), 1 s LY < p < y s (p - 1)/2. Take the case p = 5. Then the subgroup H 
of O~pi”VZp has order $(:) =2 (given by the local data (123), (134)). Therefore, by 
using (*) we get 
Theorem 12. Every closed spin 6-manifold having a Z,-action with only isolated,fixed 
points all with the normal data having three distinct eigenvalues, and a Z,-invariant 
metric of positive scalar curvature, is Z,-spin cobordant to 0. 
Finally, consider Z,-manifolds having fixed sets slightly more complicated than 
just isolated fixed points, i.e., fixed set of type 
(a, a, a), lGas(p-1)/2, 
P2(@)1 Efl:Pi”WJ(O, r,), 
which we will call of “mixed type”. 
The subgroup K of O~pin,Z~ 1 corresponding to these types of singularities has rank 
over Z equal to $[(p-l)+(p-l)]. The (p-1)/2 equations giving &?‘:l’(M)=O are 
independent when restricted to K. 
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Therefore we get 
Theorem 13. Every cfosed spin simply connected Z,-manifold M which has fixed set 
ofrype (qqa), lC(~G(p-1)/2, or [P’(C)] and has a,“~,( M) =O, admits a Z,- 
invariant metric of positive scalar curvature. 
Proof. The rank of the kernel of 2:~ is i[( p - 1) + (p - 1) -(p - l)] = (p - 1)/2, and 
therefore the Z,,-manifolds [P’(C), (O,O, (Y)], 1 s LY G (p - 1)/2, generate it. •i 
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